Teacher Training with NFP International

Teaching NFP is enjoyable because interested couples really appreciate what they learn.

Teaching NFP is a challenge because some of our students wouldn’t be in class unless they were required to be there as part of their preparation for Christian marriage. Upon completion of our NFP courses, the most common unsolicited reaction from the couples is amazement at how much they had learned.

Teaching Systematic NFP is important because it provides the practical help needed to live out the teaching of *Humanae Vitae* against contraception. Teaching Ecological Breastfeeding as a form of NFP is important because it helps couples to understand and use God’s own built-in plan for spacing babies.

Teachers of NFP need to believe Catholic teaching about conception regulation; they need to practice what they teach; and they want to make a difference to build up a culture of life.

NFPI teachers teach from the NFPI manual, *Natural Family Planning: The Complete Approach*. If you and your spouse want to make a difference in your community by teaching NFP as a volunteer teaching couple, we encourage you first to read the NFPI manual. Then if you want to teach with NFPI, contact us below, and we will get back to you promptly. We want couples who are excited about their Catholic faith and are anxious to help the Church and couples through this ministry.
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Executive Director
NFPandmore@NFPandmore.org
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